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NUUO Mainconsole now integrated with SOYAL Access Control solution 
 

NUUO Mainconsole (VMS, DVR and Hybrid system) is integrated with SOYAL Access Control solution 

at the software version of 4.0. With this integration, the card ID, door ID and the other information 

with access control system can be displayed on live view, playback and used to trigger user-defined 

alarms. For example, NUUO Mainconsole sends an alarm to alert the security guard when a fake 

security card is being used at any access control door reader. The system will store the information 

from access control and special events in a secured, keyword-searchable database with video 

attached for easy review. 

 

 

System Architecture:  

� SOYAL integration (via SOYAL) 

 
 

 

� SOYAL integration (via SOYAL Client) 
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The NUUO Mainconsole (VMS) integration with 

� Fully compatible and scalable with NUUO Mainconsole family (NVR, DVR and 

systems) and CMS for single site or chained operation.

� Display card ID, door ID and other information from access control system from multiple 

locations. 

� Record access control data with surveillance video

� 10 user-defined access control alarms allowing 

� Up to 10 instant responses for each access control event.

� Keyword search to filter out suspicious access control across multiple access control system 

database. 

 

 

About Soyal 

 
 

SOYAL is a renewed IT industry, the healthy development of the access control manufacturer, 

established in 1993, initially commissioned to design access control products are the main customers, 

the development of stability and functional praise received by the 

industry needs, first introduced in 1995 distributed control systems and intelligent control software 

chart, with the absolute intrinsic technological advantage and brand value. For more information, go 

to http://www.soyal.com/. 

 

 

About NUUO 

 
Founded in 2004, NUUO uses advanced and comprehensive technologies to enhance surveillance 

cameras to high standards demanded by our Intelligent Surveillance Solution. Combining NVR and 

NDVR Hybrid technologies with IVS detections guaranteed NUUO a successful entry into the security 

industry marketplace quickly. NUUO's successful record of 

as well as its use by industries ranging from mass transit to educat

banks, hospitals, hotels, casinos, and enterprises all prove that NUUO solutions can make all three 

functions easy for end-users. For more information, go to

 

 

 

 

 

integrated with Soyal Access Control solution 

console (VMS) integration with SOYAL Access Control provides the features below,

Fully compatible and scalable with NUUO Mainconsole family (NVR, DVR and hy

systems) and CMS for single site or chained operation. 

Display card ID, door ID and other information from access control system from multiple 

Record access control data with surveillance video  

defined access control alarms allowing customization such as invalid card ID...etc.

Up to 10 instant responses for each access control event. 

Keyword search to filter out suspicious access control across multiple access control system 

is a renewed IT industry, the healthy development of the access control manufacturer, 

established in 1993, initially commissioned to design access control products are the main customers, 

stability and functional praise received by the market to meet the access control 

industry needs, first introduced in 1995 distributed control systems and intelligent control software 

chart, with the absolute intrinsic technological advantage and brand value. For more information, go 

Founded in 2004, NUUO uses advanced and comprehensive technologies to enhance surveillance 

cameras to high standards demanded by our Intelligent Surveillance Solution. Combining NVR and 

technologies with IVS detections guaranteed NUUO a successful entry into the security 

NUUO's successful record of 100,000 installation sites in 60 countries, 

as well as its use by industries ranging from mass transit to education, as well as government projects, 

banks, hospitals, hotels, casinos, and enterprises all prove that NUUO solutions can make all three 

For more information, go to http://www.nuuo.com/. 
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Access Control provides the features below, 

hybrid 

Display card ID, door ID and other information from access control system from multiple 

customization such as invalid card ID...etc. 

Keyword search to filter out suspicious access control across multiple access control system 

is a renewed IT industry, the healthy development of the access control manufacturer, 

established in 1993, initially commissioned to design access control products are the main customers, 

market to meet the access control 

industry needs, first introduced in 1995 distributed control systems and intelligent control software 

chart, with the absolute intrinsic technological advantage and brand value. For more information, go 

Founded in 2004, NUUO uses advanced and comprehensive technologies to enhance surveillance 

cameras to high standards demanded by our Intelligent Surveillance Solution. Combining NVR and 

technologies with IVS detections guaranteed NUUO a successful entry into the security 

s in 60 countries, 

ion, as well as government projects, 

banks, hospitals, hotels, casinos, and enterprises all prove that NUUO solutions can make all three 


